
find it hard to make the time to wind 

down before bedtime. Instead of 

setting aside an hour beforehand  

to relax, we’re hopping into bed right 

after we’ve finished doing chores or 

reading emails. 

‘This is where audio comes into it,’ 

says Lisa. ‘It’s teaching people to take 

15 minutes to forget about everything 

else, relax and unwind. You can’t expect 

to fall asleep if you’ve done lots of things 

right beforehand. The brain is still 

working and it needs time to chill out.’ 

Why listening is the  
new reading
With sales of audiobooks up 43% year 

on year and the rising popularity of 

sleep aids, it was only a matter of time 

before it turned the heads of major 

publishers. Penguin Random House  

has recently launched its own library  

of 10 bedtime audiobooks, called  

Sleep Tales, which take listeners to hot 

springs, tropical paradises or, for fans  

of ASMR (see below), a bookshop 

where the sound of pages turning is 

used to soothe. Richard Lennon, audio 

publisher at Penguin Random House, 

says its customer research has also 

revealed that one of the main occasions 

for listening to audiobooks is in bed to 

get to sleep or as part of a bedtime 

routine. ‘It really stood out to us that 

there was a demand for this,’ he says. 

But listening isn’t the same as 

reading, and producing the 15-minute 

audiobooks was slightly new territory 

for Penguin. ‘It’s interesting coming at 

this as a publisher because it seems  

the words aren’t that important,’ says 

Richard. Instead, customers highlighted 

their priorities as tone of voice and 

sound effects.

Penguin worked with The Sleep 

Council, using its research into the top 

relaxing bedtime sounds (see p88) as a 

jumping off point. ‘The brief for our 

writers was that the stories shouldn’t 

have too much happening  

in them,’ says executive producer  

Katie Bilboa. ‘They’re not really stories 

– they’re descriptive, relaxing narratives. 

You’re able to visualise yourself in  

an environment. It helps you switch  

off because you’re focusing on 

imagining the scene, rather than  

what might otherwise be running 

through your head.’

A welcome distraction  
from the day
Dr Anna Weighall, a reader in psychology 

at the University of Sheffield, agrees: ‘If 

people are struggling to get to sleep, 

bedtime can become quite anxiety-

inducing. One of the worst things you 

can do if you’re having difficulty trying 

to get to sleep is to try to get to sleep…’

Audiobooks and sleepcasts seem  

to distract the brain away from the  

day that’s passed or from thinking  

about tomorrow, without being too 

stimulating. They help you focus  

on scenes or sounds that create 

relaxation. And who 

wouldn’t want to 

imagine immersing 

themselves in the 

plush recliner of  

a sleeper train  

or lazing by a lagoon? 

‘I think these types of audiobooks  

and sleepcasts are good for a restful 

bedtime routine,’ says Anna. ‘Reading 

books at bedtime can be fine, but the 

same rules of creating a non-stimulating 

environment apply: if you’ve got  

bright lights on and you’re reading  

a gripping thriller, it’s not going to  

help you get to sleep. People need  

to try out the options and monitor  

their effects on relaxation.’

And, if you find audio solutions  

work for you, Anna says they can 

become part of a healthy bedtime 

routine. ‘If you’re listening to something 

regularly, you’ll begin to associate 

Y
OU LISTEN TO THE CRACKLING 

OF A DESERT CAMPFIRE while 

softly swinging in a hammock, 

staring up at the black, star-smattered 

sky. You feel peaceful, relaxed, and begin 

to drift off... The best bit? You can go 

there every night, thanks to a new form 

of audiobook known as sleep stories – 

immersive, descriptive narratives 

designed to help you relax at bedtime. 

It seems more people who struggle 

to switch off at bedtime are turning to 

audiobooks as a solution. The latest 

insights from data analytics company 

Nielsen suggest that bedtime is the 

second most popular time to listen  

to an audiobook, with over a third  

of listeners choosing this option.  

A spokesperson from Audible told  

HFG that its Hello Sleep audiobook is 

one of its most popular to date, while 

leading meditation app Headspace  

says its sleep content is among the 

company’s top three downloads. So 

why such a surge in demand?

Finding solutions for a  
sleep-deprived nation
According to the 2018 British Bedtime 

Report by The Sleep Society, 73% of 

Brits sleep for fewer than seven hours  

per night. For 61%, between five and 

seven hours a night is usual. The main 

factors keeping people awake are stress 

(45%) and worry (53%). 

‘We know people aren’t getting any 

better at sleeping; we are still a sleep-

deprived nation,’ says Lisa Artis, head  

of The Sleep Council. She adds that we 

certain activities and routines with 

bedtime and feeling sleepy. Eventually, 

it makes you feel sleepy simply because 

you’ve made that association.’ 

Exploring the power  
of the non-story
Headspace, one of the leading 

meditation apps, launched its own 

library of sleepcasts and sleep sounds 

in September 2018. Dr Megan Jones 

Bell, chief science officer at Headspace, 

says the app’s approach is slightly 

different from other options on the 

market. Each sleepcast starts with a 

wind-down – something to help you 

relax and decompress from the day, 

such as a breathing exercise or 

visualisation – before 

the narrative begins. 

But the Headspace 

twist is that the  

story changes subtly 

each night, so no  

two trips to the sleepcast’s Rainday 

Antiques or Midnight Launderette are 

ever the same.

‘Other similar offerings rely on telling 

a story or a narrative that encourages 

the listener to focus on the story  

arc, preventing them falling asleep,’ 

says Megan. ‘That’s why we developed 

our sleepcasts to be relaxing, 

descriptive landscapes that help  

people focus on dreamy, low-energy 

environments, with subtle changes 

introduced each night. It’s intended  

to be just enough to help you turn  

your thoughts away from worries  

about the past or future and lull you  

into a state of sleepiness.’

❛Sleepcasts distract the 
brain away from the day 

that‘s passed❜

WHAT IS ASMR?
The term autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR) 

describes the tingling sensation that can be triggered by calming 

sights and sounds such as whispers, crackles or tapping. It’s 

been compared to someone playing with your hair or tracing 

fingers down your back. In the past few years the ASMR 

community has grown and the trend has exploded on 

YouTube, with vloggers finding huge audiences as ASMRtists. 

As a result, a whole new generation has been introduced to 

painter Bob Ross, whose 1980s TV programmes featuring his 

softly spoken presenting style have turned him into an ASMR icon.

CAN’T SLEEP? 
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Bedtime stories are 
no longer just for 
children. Audio 
books and mobile 

apps are being put to use to 
help adults beat poor sleeping 
habits, reports Laura Day
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Let me tell you
a story...
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❛It never occurred to me that listening  
to something could help me sleep❜

After several life 

events in the space 

of a few months, 

Katie, 25, found her 

sleep dramatically 

disturbed on a 

regular basis.

I had three pretty 

major changes in my 

life this year, including a family 

bereavement, and the time  

I would think about everything 

was when I went to bed. My 

main difficulty was switching  

off, which caused me to sleep 

really badly.

The power of audio
It would take me a good 50 

minutes to get to sleep. Then,  

as I was waking up throughout 

the night, I’d check my Fitbit 

to see how restless I was and 

how long I’d spent awake. I like  

a good solid nine hours but  

I was only getting six hours of 

restless sleep.

I got to a point where I was  

in desperate need of help. For 

quite a while I was going into 

work feeling so tired. I tried a 

few things such as CBD oil, but  

I didn’t think of an audio solution 

until my sister suggested  

I look into apps like Calm and 

Headspace. It never 

occurred to me that 

listening could help 

me sleep – I thought 

having to pay 

attention to 

something would 

actually prevent me 

nodding off.

Cultivating the app habit
It took about three weeks for  

the sleepcasts to work. I was 

sceptical at first but after about 

three weeks of just setting aside 

10 minutes to have a listen, I 

started to feel the benefit and it 

became my routine. Now I feel 

more peaceful and calm and 

tend to just drift off; I don’t feel I 

even listen to half the programme, 

but it doesn’t matter.

Since I’ve been using the apps 

my sleep has improved so much. 

I’ll have some nights where I 

wake up once or maybe twice, 

but I generally get eight hours 

now. My sleep is deeper and more 

sound, and I’m not as restless.

I’m much more focused in the 

morning and I feel far more 

productive. It’s definitely 

something I’m going to stick 

with, and I’d recommend an app 

to anyone struggling to sleep.
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Why we need to sleep better
We all know just how bad we can feel 

when we haven’t slept and, ironically 

the benefits of sleep become clearer 

the less of it we have. 

‘I don’t think we should underestimate  

its importance,’ says Anna. ‘In my view, 

we should be taking sleep as seriously 

as we do our diet, exercise and physical 

health. Sleep is really key to our 

wellbeing, so if you’re chronically  

sleep deprived (typically five hours or 

fewer per night over a period of time), 

this can directly affect your health. As  

a result of getting 

too little sleep, 

you’re more likely 

to suffer from 

cardiovascular 

problems and 

diabetes, and you’re also more  

likely to struggle with mental health  

and wellbeing.’  

We’re waking up to the benefits of 

sleep, and the audio solutions look as if 

they could play a huge part in helping 

people get through the nighttime hours 

in a deep and peaceful slumber. 

‘With awareness about health and 

wellness on the rise, sleep is having  

a moment in popular culture,’ says 

Headspace’s Megan Jones. ‘Whereas in 

the past, people might have taken pride 

in their ability to function without sleep 

(quite happy to report “burning the 

midnight oil”), we now see popular 

culture embracing sleep as an essential 

component of a healthy, aspirational 

lifestyle.’ So hop into your pyjamas  

and settle down. Where will your 

sleepcast take you tonight?

CASE STUDY

BIRDSONG RAIN THUNDER  
& RAIN

WAVES WIND

❛We should be taking 
sleeping as seriously 
as we do our diet ❜

TOP RELAXING SOUNDS FOR BEDTIME 
Research by The Sleep Council reveals the following sounds to be the most relaxing for bedtime:
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